A Model for the Process of Informational Research
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This tutorial looks at informational research, such as that done in the humanities and in literature reviews in the social sciences and sciences.

A great deal of what passes for student research these days is just a process of gathering data, synthesizing it, and reporting on what you have found.
The Taliban killed two hostages in July. Hostages were released and allowed to return. All 23 had been dismembered members of the group for medical services.

...and once you have enough information, you read through it, gain an understanding of what you’ve read and then explain your understanding in an essay, referring to and quoting from your sources as needed.

The Taliban are beyond the border of women. The arrival of health care despite the best.
Data Synthesis

This, however, is not really research. The goal of research is not to compile and report on information but to use information as a tool to solve a problem or deal with an issue. Let's look at a model for this kind of research.

The Taliban are beyond the border rights of women. The arrival of Haq despite the best training, she speaks with the learned while working for an in Pakistan, where she fled the Taliban three children. From there, organize underground schools in other Afghan cities that cooperate under the Taliban. Following U.S. invasion, she was named women's affairs. Sarabi says achievement of her tenure was

Genuine research begins with a question that focuses on some problem or issue that needs to be addressed.
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For example: To what extent do the Taliban represent a genuine vision of Islam?

This question, which is highly controversial in itself, demands that you study Taliban teaching about Islam in relation to the teachings of Islam's holy books or mainstream teachings, to determine to what extent they reflect traditional Islamic teaching and to what extent they deviate from such teaching.
For example: To what extent do the Taliban represent a genuine vision of Islam?

Armed with the question, you begin analyzing your data with a view to determining what information is relevant and how it contributes to answering the question.

Your analyzed data now becomes information, that is, processed material that can now help you answer your question.
For example: To what extent do the Taliban represent a genuine vision of Islam?

Think of information as data that has been thought through, organized into various points of view, and so on. In that form you can look at it properly so that the answer to your question can emerge.
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For example: To what extent do the Taliban represent a genuine vision of Islam?

The result is a research paper which evaluates the information, presenting various viewpoints, debating them, and coming up with an answer to your question in the form of a conclusion.
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